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Louis VICAT
Louis VICAT was elected a Corresponding member of the Académie des sciences in 1833 and was then
offered a full membership in 1850, a position he declined as it implied being able to attend the weekly
meetings in Paris while he wanted to stay in Grenoble and take care of his brother Joseph.
The reason why the Academy decided to support this meeting devoted to the Future of Cement appears in
the subtitle that refers to the 200th anniversary of the presentation to the Academy by Louis VICAT, a young
engineer, of his memoir devoted to his Recherches expérimentales sur les Chaux de construction, les
Bétons et les Mortiers ordinaires. This happened on the 15th of December 1817 as recorded in the Annales
de Chimie et de Physique [1] (Fig. 1).
The present contribution, based upon the available original documents, will try to sketch out the
circumstances that led to this memoir and its publication.
Louis VICAT was born in 1786 in Nevers where his father was a non-commissioned officer in the RoyalPiémont Dragoon regiment. His family moved to Seyssins near Grenoble where Louis VICAT spent all his
youth. Thanks to a relative, Mr. CHABERT, who was a professor in Mathematics at Grenoble University, he
could receive a good education but, at the age of 16, he decided to go to Toulon and board a ship as
assistant wheelsman. He was soon back to Grenoble and fortunate enough, thanks again to the same
Professor CHABERT, whom he called his uncle, to be introduced to the famous mathematician Joseph
FOURIER, who had recently been appointed there as the departmental prefect. FOURIER, who had been a
professor in Mechanics at the École polytechnique from 1795 till 1797, gave him the strong and good
advice to prepare for the competitive examination and try to enter that prestigious institution. VICAT was
successful and admitted in 1804.
After a two-year studying at Polytechnique, VICAT was admitted to the École des ponts et chaussées with
training periods in the Apennines near Genova (Italy). Incidentally, browsing over the 16th volume of the
Causeries scientifiques by Henri de PARVILLE [2], I recently found a paragraph where the scientific
curiosity of the young VICAT – he was only 22 – was mentioned for his having noticed, during his many
hikes in the mountains at the time, the influence of the presence of iron in the subsoil on the frequency of
occurrence of thunderstorms (Fig. 2).
The Souillac Bridge
In 1809 Louis VICAT was appointed as Ingénieur des ponts et chaussées, a civil servant, in the Dordogne
department. Making the story short we jump to 1812 when he moved to Souillac (Lot department) after
having been committed to the design and building of the Souillac Bridge on the Dordogne River. He would
stay in that city for 20 years.
It may be noted that the decision about building that bridge had been taken, more than 20 years before, in
1786, but it had not been implemented due to political troubles, changes and lack of money. It then
happened that, when returning from Spain in 1808, NAPOLEON passed through Souillac on the Imperial
Road 23 and realised that a bridge over the Dordogne there was necessary.
The new decision was taken in 1812, again not such a good timing, and although the building of the bridge
started in 1814, it was not completed until 1825 due to lack of money. It was to be a 9-meter wide and 180meter long stone bridge, with 7 depressed arches with a 22-meter span and 8.33 meter rise. Six river piers
and two abutments were to be built, whose settlements had to be monitored carefully of course (Fig. 3).
The torrential flow and the floods of the Dordogne River over a rocky bed made it very difficult to rely on
the methods classically used at the time for setting the foundations of the piers (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 1: Annales de Chimie et de Physique, vol. VI, p. 420

Fig. 2. Henri de Parville, Causeries scientifiques, vol.16, p. 279

Fig. 3. The Souillac Bridge
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The many delays imposed by money shortage had the positive outcome that VICAT could spend time in
investigating and looking for materials best suited for a safe building of the foundations. This was the
origin of a long series of experiments and observations, which resulted in the Memoir Recherches
expérimentales sur les Chaux de construction, les Bétons et les Mortiers ordinaires.
The Memoir
VICAT presented his Memoir in 1817, to the Academy of Sciences and to the Conseil général des ponts et
chaussées, the French highest technical body in civil engineering, which had been created in 1804 after
Trudaine’s Assemblée des Inspecteurs généraux (1747). Looking for their criticism or approval, he had also
written, as a kind of executive (or teasing?) summary, a 6-page note published in the Annales de Chimie et
de Physique [3]. Both the Academy and the Council decided to review the Memoir.
The Academy appointed a committee whose members were DE PRONY, GAY-LUSSAC and GIRARD. Two
months later, Pierre Simon GIRARD needed two successive weekly meetings of the Academy, on February 9
and 16, 1818 to present his report, quite a long one: it counted with 47 pages, out of which 32 were devoted
to an exhaustive historical analysis showing that the reviewers – the three of them were also Ingénieurs des
ponts et chaussées – were clearly aware of the “State of the art”, while 15 pages dealt with the contents of
the Memoir itself. The reviewers wanted the Academy to be fully informed about the whole context. The
conclusion was quite positive and laudatory for the author who was commended for “despite living in a
department far away from the capital city, having kept himself aware of scientific advances and being
highly capable to derive useful applications” (Fig. 4). The Report was approved and its conclusions adopted
by the Academy on the same day. It was published in 1819 [4].
On the Council side, BRUYÈRE reported on January 23, 1818 and the Council’s approval was given by
TARBÉ DE VAUXCLAIRS, GAYANT, DRAPPIER, LEPÈRE, DE PRONY, ROUSSIGNÉ and BÉRIGNY on the
following day, with the advice to the administration that VICAT should be encouraged and helped in having
the Memoir published and that the administration should then provide each of its Ingénieurs des ponts et
chaussées with a free copy of it.
After these highly positive reviews VICAT was quite prompt in having his Memoir published by Goujon [5]
It must be noted that the reference to a publication of the Memoir in the Annales des ponts et chaussées in
1818, that one may encounter in a biography and on the internet, is erroneous; (incidentally, the first issue
of the Annales des ponts et chaussées appeared in 1831!)
The Memoir (Fig. 5) started with a dedication to Mr. CHABERT, and then VICAT proudly inserted two
excerpts of the assessment reports as a presentation of the book. Upon the argument of chronology, VICAT
made the Council’s report appear first and, regarding the report to the Academy, he produced an excerpt,
concerned with his own contribution, certified by the Perpetual Secretary DELAMBRE.
As a conclusion I’d like to choose the epigraph VICAT posted on the cover page of the Memoir: “However
respectable an authority in science and art may be, it can always be examined. One would never have taken
a step towards the truth, if authority had always prevailed over reason.” Attributed to Charles PINOT
DUCLOS, Perpetual Secretary of the Académie française from 1755 to 1772, it sounds like echoing the
motto of the Royal Society (of London): “Nullius in Verba.”
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Fig. 4. Drawings by Vicat

Fig 4. Excerpt from Rapport fait à l’Académie royale des sciences sur un ouvrage de M. VICAT…

Fig. 5. Vicat’s Memoir

